
The Gi� - Puzzle Solutions
*One Puzzle Per Page



Wooden Figures
“I like to play jump rope.”



Doll
jumprope

Transcript:

The board fills from bottom to top.

The first column is filled with black, except the last move is red’s.

The second alternates between black and red until filled.

The third is like the seventh.

The fourth is like the first.

The fi�h is just red.

The six is half black then red, black, red.

The seventh is like the fi�h.



Four-In-A-Row Game
Eli



Mr. Snuggles
Nose, right foot, le� hand, right hand, le� foot, head

254361



Stacking Toy
49454850



Matching
“Call me Abe”



Guess The Person
Zoe



Phone Booth
Abe Eli Zoe

223354963



Animal Images On Wall
The loins create the number 8 and the gorillas create the number 5.

85



Levers
85



Chess Pieces
King - Ralph

Queen - John

Bishop - Rodney

Knight  - Sadao

Rook - Latasha

Pawn - Chelsie

- From Ralph’s sheet

- From John’s sheet

- From Rodney’s sheet

- From Sadao’s sheet

- From Latasha’s sheet

- From Chelsie’s sheet



Chess Board
H6 B1 G1



Control Terminal Unlock
h6b1g1

You get this from solving the chessboard puzzle.



Microchip Tiles
“Convert the factory name to numbers.”



Buttons Unlock
Enigma = 5 14 9 7 13 1

51497131



Action Figure Unlock
bjfg

From Rodney’s Unlock:

From Sadao’s unlock:



Arrows/ 5x5 Letter Grid

“Turn by three five two six nine.”



Gear Wheel
janet



Celtic Symbol
lavender



Numbers
5910

You get this by using the instructions:

First group: no numbers are used, meaning it’s not the numbers 2, 4, 6, or 8.

Second group: one is right, but in the wrong spot (So either 1 or 3 is correct but in the

wrong spot).

Third group: 1 number is correct and in the right spot (So either 5 or 7 is correct and in

the right spot).

Fourth group: two numbers are correct in wrong spots(so you now know that 1 and 5 are

the correct numbers, also you know that 5 is the first digit based on the third group).

Fi�h group: three numbers are correct, but only one is in the right spot (So, this tells me

that 9 and 0 are also correct numbers. You already know about one from previous

groups. You also know that either 9 or 0 is in the correct spot).

Sixth group: two numbers are right but in wrong places (With this you should be able to

place all the numbers correctly. 5 is the first digit based on the info from the third and

fourth groups. You know that 1 can’t be the first, second, or last digit. So it has to be the

third digit. This also means that 0 is the last digit and 9 is the second since these are the

only spots that will make the previous statement true).



Top
tragedy

Because 8 is equal to the lightning bolt, you’re told in an unlock. So, you’ll pull out all

the 8’s in order, and then connect them to the letter grid and get the word tragedy.



Final Unlock
peters

Comes from the newspaper talking about the incident.


